“87 Dreams of a Sociopath”
by Bryan Lewis Saunders

The following dream descriptions were recorded upon waking up
between 2005-2009, and transcribed as poems in October 2009.
The illustrations were completed from 1995 to present.
All vocal recordings are considered fair use, for artists to use at will.
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01 - “Things You Can Use”
These are things you can use
These are things you can't use
Don't get 'em mixed up
You can take what you want just don't take too much

02 - “Question”
What makes you question is questionable
But when you question the questioner
That's when you get in trouble
Just question the question

03 - “Different Ways of talking”
Painful me have to talk one way
In real life but when you're with the boss
Or something you had to talk in a completely different way
And your friends would know both sides of you
And make fun of you for talking
In the “boss way”
And there was a “bathroom way”
Of talking too
With words like pee-pee
And ca-ca
Those were dirty words
In some places too
And you could redecorate
We'll call it
One science night versus
Pee peeing
And then you could talk
A certain way when you got home
And I just hated being recorded
Talking different ways
Seemed
Forced
Contrived
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04 - “Guiterez”
Somebody was talking to me
And thought
That my name was Guiterez
And they couldn't see me but they thought they
Recognized my voice and I went along with it pretending like I was Guiterez
And then when
I came out of the stall
And we were face to face they said,
"You're not Guiterez!"
And I said, "So!"
“I can be who ever I want”

05 - “Panda Boy”
Kinda like the Cheetah Girls
Or Josey and the Pussy Cats
I was Panda Boy

06 - “Super Hero”
Somebody needed help
At a party
And so I
Ran across the street and down the street home to change clothes
And put on s makes some kind of a
Costume to be some kind of a
Super hero to help that girl
But then like a guy that dresses up like a cartoon
A comic hero
Rather frequently
Just got his out of the car put it on and put a stop to the madness
And he said well when were you coming back
When were you gonna do it and I said well uh
I had to go through all these
Hoops and stuff and then
A Chinese guy went to a
Store
That I normally went to where you could buy stuff
For that costume for that super hero costume or something
Well I go up the front door's wide open I go up to walk in it
And there's Asian people sitting around and
In living room furniture
And an Asian jumps up and blocks my entrance and he says.
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“Town home”
“Town home”
And I looked at him back and I said.
“Gong zuo’
‘Gong zuo”
And then a Mexican says.
“Town home”
And I said.
“Trabajo”
And went back and forth until the
Other cartoon guy
Ran the guy off

07 - “Super Hero 2”
I was assigned a mission I had to fight a villain
That was in charge of hurting people's teeths or something and they said
It may be risky but I took the task
I was up for it and I came out there and busted him in the chops and stuff like
that
And then when I came back they said
I did a great job I didn't get a cavity
Or any
Filling or anything

08 - “The Little Kid Avenger”
Mark the actionist of actions
Sent people photographs of a
Picture of his child with different types of weapons laid out underneath
And sent 'em to the
Perverts who were suspects
And they thought it was someone that was
Sadistic wanting to do stuff with all them weapons to the kids
And by the time they found out
It was a warning to get them prepared for the Little Kid Avenger
Uhm
I would come down
And smash them and do
All them weapons and tools on them
On their perverteds
Bodies on their bodies
By then it was too late
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09 – “Risky Idea”
Came up with a risky idea
But was clever enough to have someone else test it out
And then when it worked
I took back over again
They weren't smart enough to work with ideas

10 – “Burn Mark”
The concrete floor of the aircraft carrier
Had a burn mark on it
From where they set somebody on fire
During a
Navy riot
And
No matter how many times they paint it the burn mark kept coming back
And I told him
That's because you keep painting it white
And using cheap paints
Like ‘Basics’
If you paint it black
You won't have that problem
You never see it again
Stupid!

11 – “Truth 1”
A little kid was being forced
To pick up wires scrap wire leftovers
At the shop and put it in the recycle bin
By his dad for not
Being honest
And after he threw like four
Pieces of
Scrap wire away
He started yelling.
“I swear
To tell the whole
Truth
And nothing but
The truth
So help me god!”
And his dad said. “Keep picking it up
It doesn't work that way.”
G.E. We bring good things to light
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12 – “Kid Falls”
Kid falls two stories off an ice glacier
Straight down
Lands flat on his back on the ice
And starts laughing
Spreading
Breeding
Imitating the worried looks of his parents

13 – “Birth Control”
I stopped in front of a trinity triangle
A glowing trinity triangle
And the finger of God poked me in the pelvis
And every time I slept I got five years older when I woke up
She's not trying to get pregnant
She just can't afford her birth control

14 – “Aisle Nine”
A woman squatting down in aisle nine
At the end of the soda
Next to the popcorn microwave popcorn boxes
Was squatting down and shit out a child
On the floor of aisle nine
I reported and she took off
And they announced it and
Someone went to investigate and they found the
Newborn baby on aisle nine
And I said, "Does this happen very often?"
And they said, "No, this is the first time."
“This is the very first time.”
I didn't believe 'em
Well I went outside I couldn't buy anything
I couldn't buy anything at all
I just kept thinking how disgusting it was
To shit out a baby on aisle nine
Stacie
Went inside to investigate
And I just
Stayed outside waiting for her
It was still in a
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Thin
Sac
Membranous sac
Veiny
Skin
It looked like it needed
Fur
And was too cold to cry
And after the person shit out the baby
On aisle nine
They didn't leave the store
They went and bought something trivial
In the checkout
And I saw 'em in the checkout line
But I was afraid to turn 'em in

15 – “Barbara”
Lobster son arrest
Daddy's baking for you per girlfriends
Screaming they were calling saying
They were with panic in there voice,
“Barbara Babara.”
“What are you gonna do?
You gonna let me keep on being here
Are you gonna make me disappear?”
“Barbara.”

16 – “Turtle's Head Came Off”
Stuck on rocks on the bank of a shore
And holding on to a branch
Some kind of turtle like an Alleghany
Snapping turtle
Put uh
Bit my hand
And I pulled it back but
His hand was still on there and separated from
His head from his neck
And I had to stick my hand with him biting
Back to the stick
And then uh his neck
They stuck back together
And he was whole but as soon as I move my hand
Somewhere else
He bit it and his head came off again
And then he bit my shoulder and his head came off
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For a long time I could barely get it back on
And I kept
Almost falling on the
Slippery rocks
Of the creek
But I was afraid
The poor turtle would lose its
Head and never get it back if I didn't quit
Reaching for things to brace myself

17 – “Wild Dogs”
I saw a pack of wild dogs off in the distance
And when they saw me
They sent the fastest one to get me
And he could run
Well over
40 miles an hour
It was almost like
60 miles an hour
And in no time he was right up on me
And the other dogs were so
So
Just a little bit back
And I got inside this shed
And he came
In there
But he didn't try to attack me yet
And then I get a spear
On a pole
And I pretended like I was his friend
And then I shoved that spole threw his fucking chest
And held him up and showed all of the other dogs with it
Threw him out there
Then I
Tried to make it back
But the other dogs wouldn't let me go
And I was afraid I would have to put
Kill 'em all one at a time
And then the family that lived in the shed came back
And uh ran 'em all off
With guns
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18 – “They Faked It”
People barely got hurt
It was fake
Pretending they had broken bones
And faked agony
You could tell the agony was fake because if you mocked them
They would get angry
And forget all about their injury
And have to fight 'em again

19 – “Killed A Snake”
Thee Majesty
Was playing at the Hideaway
And I felt
Obligated to be there
And
Purchase a
Record and stuff like that
And I'm walking to the Hideaway
There was a path in the woods and uhm
Almost stepped on a snake
Black and white snake
It had an interesting pattern and everything like that
And uhm
It pretended like it was getting ready to
Strike me
Like bluffing or something
And so I grabbed it
By the tail and then I grabbed it by the neck
And just stood there for a real long time until I choked it to death
And then I went on to the Hideaway
And told everyone about it

20 – “Python”
I jerked a python off
And got some sperm out on a q-tip

21 – “The Serpent “
You're getting old bent over the front seat of the car puking you're not getting
any younger
The serpent kept trying to wake me up
And I heard my voice being whispered by an
An Unidentifiable utter my
Name being whispered by an unidentifiable voice
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22 – “The Boarding House”
Living in a boarding house
And during grad school
And half the house was divided up
One half was real chill
The other half was wound up with bad
And when I went to use the computer room receive the computer room
Had a bathroom on the second floor
Randy Stansberry was in there
So I freaked out but I didn't
So I went
To to the
Third floor
Upstairs they didn't have any storage unit
So I go to the main storage unit
And was cleaning everything up
And it was pretty disgusting
And Audra kept saying
Randy's got a big dick
And I kept saying you lie don't you
She kept saying no
I told Audra if she didn't get out of there
I was going to cut him
And I was looking for sharp
Sewing stuff to cut him with and found it
A little thin rod about
Two feet long with a real sharp and nasty point at the tip
And I thought this will cut right through somebody right through their ribs
Every time I tried to use the bathroom
On the wild side
Of the boarding house
When I'd open the door
Handicapped would look people would look really pissed
(Inaudible)
It's only for handicapped
I did it really quick to whoop somebody's dick
Think I was a castrated figure
Then even when I was in Helsinki
Travis said
About Cosey Fanni
Tutti
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23 – “Motive”
I was trying to stop someone from using
My bathroom
At my house
So I shot him in the stomach
But they'd been hurt before
And they had a low tolerance to pain
And I shot him in the bottom of his foot
Then I shot him in the
Ear
And then I
Shot him in the chest
And then another belly popper
And he turned and he pulled over turned the motorcycle off
And that's when
He collapsed and I got his
Picture frame

24 – “The Photograph”
I asked my mother what happened to the
Photo
To a photograph
In
In the scrapbook album
Photo album
It had been ripped up
And there was a big huge part of it missing
And she said uh, "Oh. That's the time when you uh came over and took out,
took out all those pictures of yourself."
And I said, "What?"
She said, "Yeah - that time, you did that. Oh that, you, you, remember that time
when you, you took up a lot of pictures of yourself? You ruined a lot of pictures
of yourself?"
And then I looked down in the corner of the picture, in the side of the picture
That was real hard to see
But it was in the background
Was a little tiny blurry me
I mean really blurry and uhm
I was green wearing blonde hair and big thick glasses
And was squinting and smiling real big
Trying to get into the picture
Trying to get into the photograph
Uh you know from like under a table or something
You could see me through like chair legs
And I said "That's not true, 'cause here I am in the same picture right here, it
can't be like two pictures, two places at the same time can I?"
And my mother had to really strain to see it
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And squint and see it but
Finally she did she said,
"You were right. That’s not why you were there. It's not why you, you took it
out."
She said, "You were right."
And it was probably the first time she
She ever did that

25 – “A Real Hassle”
Everyone in my family
Did drugs
But they didn't do them all at once
They took turns
One would do 'em and then
Once they come off of them then the next person would do 'em
That way
There was only one person on drugs at a time
And all of the other people in the family
Still had their faculties
And could get around
And be part of the family
You'd think they were all on drugs at the same time when it came time for me to
Go somewhere and do shows
Go and take me to airports and stuff
It's a real hassle

26 – “Missing”
Three people went missing in the
And the person in charge
Said, “We don't want to have to kill anybody.”
Everything is fine except nobody's getting paid yet
And the three missing black athletes
Had staged everything themselves
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27 – “How You Shoot Someone”
I got shot twice but I survived
The first time someone was trying to shoot at me
They missed
Shot my Great Aunt by accident
In the head while she was
In bed
And didn't realize something was wrong until she
Woke up and had problems with her motor skills
And saw the hole in her skull and saw some blood on the pillow
Then when I found out who did it
I went
After that guy I told the police about that guy my Grandmother everybody
about that guy
Then when he found out I told on him
Cause we wanted to do it
He got this guy named
I've already forgot his name
To shoot me twice and and they were hiding outside the hotel when I came out
And I walked passed them and I saw them at 'em and I
Heard 'em point me down point me out
To the black guy and then I was walking through the parking lot
And got on my bicycle and was riding and then they
Got on their motorcycle real fast and I looked behind me as they pulled up real
fast behind me
And they said uhm
OK and I looked and he
The other guy the passenger on the motorcycle was staring
At a dead aim shot me twice in the
Once in the forehead and once in the body
And then when they drove past
They were looking at me to see like why isn't he dead
And I looked at 'em and I said
Bama City Niggas aren't free
And then went to the party
And showed off all my
Bullet holes and
Told everybody what I said and they said, “It's true.”
They said, “I wish those
Bamas from the city would stay there and quit coming over here
To sell drugs and mess up our town life
Our suburban life our good life
I said, “Yep.
I'm thinking about getting shirts made
Called Bama City Niggas Aren't Free.”
And the police nobody would do
Anything about it so in order to stop the violence
I waited until I saw the white guy
Already sat down eating food at the homeless shelter
And I walked up behind him with my tray
Everyone had to walk past him
By the cakes
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And I walked up behind him
Put my gun
My .25 automatic
Semi-automatic pistol
Right to the back of his head
And squeezed
And fuckin' blew his brains out the front of his head hardcore all over his food
And he just fell forward and I said to everyone,
“There.
Now that’s how you shoot someone
That's how you shhh
That's how you take care of business
That’s how you put in work.”

28 – “Peace And Quiet”
They said you've got a really loud
Voice this morning and I said yeah
Because I've been completely silent
For a while
With these bullets in my head

29 – “Wesley Snipes”
All the cool people were living in a
Nice hotel
But
They were getting evicted
And they only got to keep a small percent of the money
They had in their safe
Because Wesley Snipes
Lived there too and when he left
He owed a lot of money
And so the manager
Evicted everyone to keep all their
Money and jewelry
And just letting them have a little bit until she got paid back
All that money from Wesley Snipes
I didn't get evicted I got to move in a ground level
Floor
Room that was real nice
And when I was helping the
Manager clean up we found
Bob Johnson
A previous guest
Dead and buried
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And uh
Property
He, he was a traveling salesman
Gideon Bible
Seller dealer
That had disappeared
All the people that were there then the eyewitnesses
Wouldn't talk about what happened and they
Made a vow not to ever tell about what happened to the
Gideon Bible dealer
They said you just don't talk about these things today
And I said but all this happened yesterday
And they said
Don't worry about it

30 – “Pay To Play”
You've got to pay to play
I was staying at this
Hotel
One person was wanting me
To go somewhere with them and another person
Was wanting me to go somewhere with them
With them and I just kept both of them waiting
And then the friend
Was in a truck and they had all their friends and everybody was showing up and
they all took off and went
Camping and then
Somebody else came
And I just never did anything with anybody
I just stayed there

31 – “The Stomping Killer”
I was living one life impersonating another
To find out who was
People's friends and
Who the
Who this person was
The Stomping Killer
She was a big vibrant colorful woman
And somebody stomped her friend to death
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32 – “Christie Swanson”
I was being charged with the Christie Swanson murder
From way back
And uhm
Peed in my pants
I took my shorts off in the bathroom and just peed all over them
Losing my mind
The whole thing is weird so
I told Stacie and
Everybody on the way to the police station that
I might not say anything
Because of the seriousness of the charges
I might not say a word and then
I told them but I might go ahead and talk to them
Just because I have
I'm innocent
So
I don't know how the cloud of suspicion got on me
Got over me
Who the fuck is Christie Swanson?
I told them that
I demanded a video
Camera and to be treated with respect
And I told them take my DNA and hold me for a couple of days
It will prove me innocent
But I think they had already done that
His girlfriends that are really cute
Were driven away too
I don't know what they're in there for
And usually when shit happens bands go to court
They said if the
Band member that named the band leaves the band
He should be able to take the name with him
So they can't call the band that anymore
Especially if he
If he's being charged with the murder of Christie Swanson
And the cameraman said we were an amazing couple
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33 – “I killed Somebody 2”
I know I killed him
I think I did
Now
Back then
Physical changes
Are not different on the ground

34 – “I Killed My Cousin”
I got behind the couch
That my cousin was sleeping on
And I told her to come over lean over the edge
I was gonna sleep behind it and I told her to lean over the edge
Because I wanted to talk about her talk to her about something
That had happened earlier that day
And when she leaned over
I stuck a razor blade
Up forwards just deep into the side of her neck
And then just pulled down straight down on it
And cut her throat
And just
She just bled
Really fast and died
Almost instantly
And
I felt bad about it
My cousin went crazy over go-go
And really latched on to it
When I first shared with her about it
And I was standing in line at a go-go
Telling some the singer of a band
About it
And the police detectives came over
And started asking me
Questions and I told them I didn't know anything
And I went down the river
By myself
Feet first
Because of the rocks
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35 – “We Put Up A Good Fight”
Lost my sacred sword
That I chop people's heads off with
And my sacred knife and stuff
Come to find out come to find out
Somebody had showed up and put 'em in the dishwasher
That's cool
As long as they don't rust
We we put up a good fight chopped a lot of arms and legs and heads off and
then
Finally they just left

36 – “Compliance 1”
I was staying in a house with some girl I didn't like
Some troublemaker girl or something
And I would get so frustrated I would stab her like
Seven times in the forehead
She’d be covered in blood all over her face
But I wouldn't want to leave the knife there
I didn't want to cut her throat and I didn't want her to die
I just wanted her to go away and quit being such a problem
And even when I'd come back in the room
She'd be all bloody and
Sucking the blood off her face and masturbating herself with it
And it was just
Like beating my own head up against the wall to get her to just
Comply

37 – “Compliance 2”
I didn't want to have sex with her either I just wanted her to go to
Go away and I didn't want her to disappear
People downstairs the landlord could hear stuff and
Gun shots really freaked him out and
A lot of people knew the violence
That was going on
Nobody knew the extent of it but the girl
Was just so stubborn
To get stabbed all up in your forehead and stuff and just never
Comply
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38 – “Knife Trouble”
The store
Stole
A bicycle
And we stole it back
And then they gave us a
A ride in the back of their truck
And I almost beat one over the head with a board
But I held back
And then when they came to the house
With a big knife
That's when I went a little
Weird with the razor knife
A detective said gentleman
Let's let one deity decide
I told Russell and I told the guests look
I don't play games
Someone starts to mess with me
I just cut 'em

39 – “Cut You Up”
Telling people as they walk in with the knife
Pulled out
Yeah
Your gonna get all cut up
That's what I'm talking about
Gonna cut
You
Up
Knife you up
Yeah
Slice that shit up

40 – “Not Malicious Wounding”
I wasn't malicious wounding
I was trying to spare them from death
Making little
Cuts with a utility knife
All over their arms to drive them
Uh away
So they'd leave me
And my friend and
Family alone
But I had to keep cutting 'em deeper and deeper to get them to stop
Before the police got there
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41 – “The Amputator”
I was involved
In killers
In killing people
One guy
I cut his arm off
Above the elbow
I had a special amputation knife
That I took around with me until I got that guy
And that guy was just a joke and I left him
And then
Another guy I was supposed to just sit there
While these other people killed this guy
But then like something happened like
Like the guy didn't ask
God for forgiveness or something before he died
And so like
The people who I was with
They had to go back in time
And kill him over again to give him another chance
And I think they got it right the second time
But they also were more easily identified as being killers
It was real weird street
And then like
There was someone that helped us get around the street
And she was a landlord of a building
And then
They were supposed to kill her
So they waited for her
But she didn't come back
And then like we wandered around the streets in like a giant circle
Never could find anyone else we were supposed to kill
But I could find the people I was supposed to amputate
No problem
The body parts always felt heavy
Their body parts always felt real weird
And I have to put 'em in bushes
Or put 'em behind tress
Or behind plants
In the plants
In the gutter
On houses things like that
Where they couldn't just find those body parts again
It was a terrible job
Kind of messy
Disgusting to look at
But God paid me pretty good
I don't remember how I was paid
I think I just kept getting magical money appearing in my bank account when I
do it
When I do the jobs
I wanted to move to a different town though I was starting to wear out my
welcome
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42 – “Stafford Sudinis Stuffacado”
Stafford Sudinis Stuffacado
Left his front gate open
And I was afraid that
Stanford Suffodini's Staccato
Meant
The President Of E.T.S.U.'s wife was starngled to death

43 – “Serial Killer Button”
A healthy diagnosis
Went to Northern Virginia with Chris
And was worried about the
Trouble we might get in
Worse thing I did was cuss kids at the drive-thru
Where is the button
That they put on
Serial killers in case they get out of control
They put
Six of those on Chris

44 – “My Robot Clone”
I made a robot
Clone of me
That spoke a different language
And it cussed real loud
And it would echo off in the distance
And it was kind of soothing I just
Put my robot outside and go
Inside and I could just rest comfortably knowing that my
Robot was out there just wreaking havoc running around all over just being
foolish and stuff
And I could just stay at home and relax

45 – “John Sick”
John sick picnic
Do it in the bushes somewhere so the kids don't
Slip in it
Bathtub ringworm
Around the skin
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46 – “No Survivors”
Ninety-Two
White men died in the woods
They went to go play
A game
That one of them
Said was like a John
A James Bond thing
And I think somehow they all did the Salvia Divinorum
But didn't have any water to drink
Or something to dilute the chemicals
Or something so that's what killed them
But it's a real terrible sight to see them bodies everywhere
But we went and played
Uh
Uh
We tried to play volleyball but ended up going straight
Home
After that
Back home
And find out what happened to all of our friends
No survivors
And that's usually how you get your information
Somebody survives and then
They can find out
What happened but
They're gonna have to rely on forensics
This time because nobody survived
And Stacie had
Sex with
Wayne Harrison
And
Came to the bar and made sure she told me about it

47 – “Fast Cats”
I took his head off
With a certain kind of gun
Gun shots and commercial shoots
Marshall in a field of marsh
He took care of the place and I threw it back up
I threw it
All up in his face or back in his face
He got vicious so I got viscous so I treated him like an intruder
I wouldn't call the police but i'd really pick up a broomstick and go after him
Irreflexible
People could write and ask for permission to
Have weddings or a honeymoon or research in there
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And we had to be
I had to be flexible enough to write them back and tell them no
I think it needs to be tweaked and he
Not really it's lonely in the mansion all by himself
He's looking at Stacie very funny
He's drooling and practically salivating all over himself
The house had fast cats that could run into cracks

48 – “The Cat With Broken Legs”
Nicole and I would have sex
In front of people
At the same place
And I would put her little bottom on this ledge
And we would do it in front of these people
In the space program
And while we were doing it I would kiss her feet and be real loving and stuff
And every now and then somebody we knew
From the outside world would show up
And we'd pretend to be embarrassed
And my Aunt had a cat
And the cat's bottom legs
They’re broken off
And so she
Inherited money
And then they
She inherited money and then they
Uhm
Uhh
Spent all of that money on
Prosthetic robotic limbs for their cat
But the cat didn't like 'em
It's hard
Getting used to 'em

49 – “Man”
Man kills mother
Man kills father
Man doesn't kill self
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50 – “Burger King”
Burger King
I couldn't stop going there
It was really nasty
First I went there and they accused me of
Missing my court date and faking my mental illness
So I beat some people up and slapped them around
Humiliated them
Then I went back and stole a lot of silverware
Then I went back to threaten people
And also
To see the Michael Jackson
Memorial
Then I went back there cause I had a show
See hot bands
Sell some merchandise
It was a mess
Burger King
Is the new coffee shop
I want to burn them all down

51 – “Slaughterhouse”
I was working at a water house a slaughterhouse
Washing it up cleaning it up sick
Thick stiff on the floor
Clearing it clean up
I signed up 'cause I went through a couple drive-thrus and they were all out of
meat
One part for the Daku and one part for me
I wrote it out over and over again
Instead of copying and cut and paste I just kept
Re-writing it re-typing it
I had multiple copies laying around everywhere

52 – “The Bully”
I brutally beat up fellow students
And neighbors that didn't agree with my
Politics I beat up
I beat Blue real bad
And then I
Beat up another band
A hip hop band I never ever heard of
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53 – “Boxing Ears”
Some of these people don't make it to forty
They fit in with the bad crowd right from the start
Stacie and Rosie were friends
And I
Was talking to them
And Stacie's parents were on their way
And Rosie's parent were on their way from Cleveland
We were talking about ears
And Rosie was being real mean
And she said something about
Wanting to stick a
Clothespin or something
In my ear
For
Six inches
Deep into my ear
And when she said that I freaked out
And I boxed her ear and made her
Ear drum implode
Or explode or something
And then I was on the run
Hiding out from the police
And Stacie wouldn't tell 'em where I was
But she kept finding me and talking to me
Telling me what was going on
And said I had to go to jail for it
And I had to apologize to Rosie and all this stuff
And then they thought I was somebody else
And so I, I went outside and the
Manager of the building followed me outside
And I grabbed his arm and started swinging it around
And he thought, he said
Oh I thought you were you
And then I picked him and swung him around and got rid of him
And then after that they were on to me
And they almost caught me but I boxed a police girl's ears
They both died from drug overdose
Afraid they were gonna find weed in my apartment
Stacie's dad loved the box set and Rosie's dad hated the boxed ears
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54 – “The Myspace Cookout”
I went to a pool
A cookout with a bunch of new Myspace friends
And picked one out was and was picked out by one of them to fight
And I beat him and then he had brass knuckles and then I
I didn't hang out I moved away and then I
Moved back and went back over there
And found him and then
Said, “You wanna fight?” and beat the hell out of him and stuff
And then all the Myspace girls started trying to kiss on me and rub on me and
stuff
And they said they liked my poetry but they thought I was real
Country for wanting to fight

55 – “Recovery”
She said with a whisper in
My ear
Can you hear my
Cries
For help
A coyote
Said that to her
And the coyote replied
And she she replied
No
Recovery
I can't think of a better word for my car

56 – “Truth 2”
Otherwise
I would repeat them
In my head
Problems with
Frank
Pissing up street
Trying not to spank him
Everyone was getting busted wide open
I say if you ever do it again
I'll bust you wide open
Buy one get one free
Hard ons
I wanted to get
Another hard on for free
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And then bop 'em over the head
They tore up the jails until they weren't hospitable
My teeth
Crumbling apart
And I'm chewing
On the broken parts
Which is cracking
The other parts
Of my teeth
Went to the emergency room
But they couldn't give me any medicine
Or do anything to get me to stop that
Just grinding up my teeth
I said I'm up right now
Customers paying Five Hundred and a dollars to get
Boom boom
Having to go through
Truth in their whole
Lives
Lies
Suck it
I would like to be able to see some of this

57 – “Standards And Practices”
Standards and practices for sex 3rd edition
Sexual intercourse from the back
The tide has been at my feet this year
I have not been to court yet

58 – “Perversion Waves”
You don't need a car or a lot of things
You just need the will
To ride the road of perversion ride the waves of
Perversion
You don't need public transportation or buses
Ride the waves of perversion
Down the street
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59 – “One Two Screw And Screw”
Two three circle and a square
One two
Screw and screw
Two three circle and a square
Three three
Circle and a triangle

60 – “Pickup Line”
Wanna go on some of the rides together?
That's when it become fatal

61 – “Getting Laid”
In school living in college
Only the cool people got laid
And so and only the
Cool and good looking got
Laid
And only
Guys that tell the facts
And truth got laid
So basically everyone
Lied except for me
About the facts and truth
That's OK I did it to get laid
Somebody else got one
But I barely knew who they are
Everybody else I knew didn't get laid

62 – “Sex With An Elephant”
I went to clean out the elephant cage
And to do a real sweet job mop job and clean out the poop and everything like
that
For the hippo was still in there
And when she bend down over
To pick something up
And bent over her and mounted her
Came back home screaming and raving saying
I'm never having sex with an elephant again
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63 – “After I Had Sex”
After I had sex
I could breathe again I could relax again
I could
I can think clearly again

64 – “Jasper and Groin”
The guy that's in the guy band friend to the
Green baby
Tickled it and played with it
And stayed with it while it was at hand
It was real nice of him
I've seen all these clips
And this little green person said
I love him and I said
I don't
I don't think they're so great
Invite everyone to grasp her and
Join
Jasper and Groin
Grasp her and join Jasper and Groin
Oh my god
They're relieving Paul Hammond's puke button
Grab a bagger
Bag a grabber
It was an ordinary crime that involved contemporary weapons
And who's paying all that green to bring
All these
Green
I got that hyper skin collection
With bugs in a cup
I had to catch my breath and then smoke a cigarette
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65 – “Loose Skin”
Looks mother fucking good
World Wide Chicken Body presents
Loose skin
For the middle aged man

66 – “She Likes To Be Dominated”
She likes to be dominated and out of control with him
Female prisoner and enjoying rather slim
Slapping her around a whole lot

67 – “A Plate In My Heart”
There will always be a plate
In my heart for her
A place in my heart for her
And there will always be
Room in my stomach
A Place in my heart plate and stomach

68 – “Bus Blowjobs”
I gave my knife away because I didn't think I needed it
The neighbor's sister came
And brought her niece and they were all standing outside when I got home
And a black guy
Got off the Grey
Got off the local bus
And walked right up to us and said
You wouldn't believe the bus system
They're giving blowjobs
On the right side of the aisle
And then
The other people got upset and confused
And mad and thought why is this black guy telling us
And we were just looking they said they saw
They said they saw elephants
Around the corner of that hill
And we just wanted to see elephants and stuff
And we thought one was charging us
But it was that black guy
Eager to tell people about the blowjobs he just watched on the bus
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69 – “Strip Poker Records”
I didn't say anything
So you better not chose
On the B side of all the recordings
Was images of
Girls
Playing strip poker
It was humiliating
So I went around and tried to
Watch as many as I could and then confiscate them
But if the girls weren't humiliated
I let 'em keep 'em

70 – “Self Exposer”
I've been whacking off and cracking people up
I think I've been telling jokes while I'm doing it
It's very strange
It's embarrassing enough to get on stage and tell a joke
But to go on stage pull your pants down
And touch yourself in public in front of a crowd
And tell jokes while touching yourself
That's even harder
Might not ever be able to pull it off
“Did I tell you about the time
My penis was raw and sore to the touch?
Well come to find out it was from touching it too much.”
Duh dum dum dum
Ha ha ha ha
Need a laugh track to go along with it
That way people would feel like other people are laughing
So and they should be laughing to
At my filthy mouth
Self exposer
Enhancing
The humiliation factor
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71 – “A Public Thing”
It was a public thing
That people did
Like walk around the mall
In circles
Just walking around and around
And around and then it got
Real dangerous
With all these people out to get
Everybody
I was pretty good at it
But
Sometimes people could
Follow me

72 – “Stalker Web”
I signed up for Stalker Web by accident
Thinking I was setting up a
Profile for a friend but really
I was stalking her for an enemy

73 – “Surveillance”
Watching surveillance tapes of people getting bagged and
Dragged and beaten until there
'til it
Until you can't empathize with them anymore
Trying to chase Nicole around but keep up with my other two friends

74 – “The Thought Police”
When the girl eating across from me
Went up to throw her
Tray away
I started spreading my newspaper out everywhere
So the thought police
Wouldn't try to come get me next
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75 – “Spies”
People in town is spying on everyone
Making up their own shit
So they get the information they want

76 – “Insider Information”
Insider information
Leaking
Gotta keep it
Secret
Bought somebody a house
But they couldn't move in
Because they
Were on welfare and would lose all their benefits
If they owned something
Of their own
Gotta be sneaky

77 – “Shell Station”
Two girls were on the run for stabbing someone
And stopped and got gas at a Shell station and won
A million dollar Lotto
And then
I wasn't wanted for anything
But I was being followed
By police or
And people and I knew that logging road was real rough but it had a Shell
station on it
So I went to that Shell station so they couldn't follow me
And they had no idea where I was coming from for all they knew I could have
been going to the other side of Alaska
And so I got gas there and hung out for a few and then
Filled it up real good
And then turned around and went back the way I came
Shook 'em
And I didn't win any lottery tickets
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78 – “Mad At Lunesta”
Still upset with the folks at Lunesta
Company I was walking by a
Street finally
And a while later I saw a car
Inside it
Was Lunesta clipboards and
Some Lunesta coffee
Mugs and drink holders and stuff like that
And I just
Took my shirt off and wrapped it around my fist and pounded the windshield
And broke it
Mad at Lunesta

79 – “Campus Police”
Being chased by campus police
Running around plotting my exit
Hiding
Doing stuff in the dark
It's a lot of fun
Pretty cool when i can lose them
Any time I wanted to get away from them
Except for one mountain top
All the trees were ripped out
The tree was
Taking care of itself

80 – “The Cheater”
He was losing the race
So he moved the finish line up
Hundreds of feet
Closer to him

81 – “Execution Device”
In jail they had
A device that could just
Execute everybody all at once
One push of the button
Like the place was empty
Control
Other stuff would stay there
The people would go away
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Forever
If any surviving prisoners
Win the court case against the device
They've all stated they don't want
To ride their bus the bus home
They don't want to ride the bus home
All together
First two cellblocks always want to try to
Test the things out
The guards out
And stuff
So they were the first ones to disappear
You disappeared there it wasn't humane declared inhumane
Because you never came back
You weren't dead
But logically because they
Couldn't find you they didn't have a body there was no proof
You were gone from all
The future in history books
There was no record of you
And no
Record would be created of anything you could do
There was no getting you back

82 – “The Exit Steps”
I like the exit steps
Nobody gets killed on the exit steps everybody gets
Killed in the rooms or jumps out of the rooms
And dies but nobody gets killed on the exit steps
So I held my business meetings
In there
Happened we had an accident
He peed he didn't pee
On the toilet seat
Did he?
No he just peed on the rim
He'll be alright just help him get back inside
Back to the exit steps
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83 – “The Project”
At the project in
Proverbs where they're visualizing this there
All the way at the top at the very last
Steps
How retarded are you get
How retarded are you get

84 – “On The Run”
I was escaping from prison
And then needed a female
Mannequin to look real
That could hoist over my shoulder
Walk all the way over from one side of the prison to another
And not
Get noticed
After I did all this
I painted the figure and made it dark skin and stuff and then
I escaped with it and the other two escaped
Without it and we were to meet up later on but they ended up
Getting caught later have that girl
Turned herself in after coming back
Sure chance of city from being
On the run

85 – “Hiding From The Law”
Alan Sondheim gave me instructions on how to survive
The train crash
That we just experienced
And Keith Sanborn taught me how to live off the land
And marinate pieces of pork so that it will ferment
And taste better than the overpowering
Vegetables we had to live on
People targets
Couldn't get in trouble unless you got caught
Hiding from the law
And wear a can where the gas is cheap and the food is cheaper
A girl with me had a Sambo tattoo on her breast
They cut John Edward's wife's open
Open
And she was rotten inside
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All this
Black oil and
Watery liquids
Nasty
86 – “Eating At The Homeless Shelter”
I did all the jobs at the homeless shelter
That nobody else wanted to do
And I kept telling people
I used to be a millionaire before I lost my
Home but nobody believed me
And then one day at chow
We were making
Wine or some kind of juice
Some kind of alcoholic beverage
And uhm we squeezed enough
Oranges or lemons or something to make
To get two of them into bottle quality products the rest was no good
Some kids had put some other liquor
In the cooler thing and they got all mixed up and it was awful
And then they were gonna light firecrackers off
And start the big thing and shoot out all these snacks and stuff
And shoot out all these drink pouches and all this other stuff but using fireworks
explosions as the source
Well someone had lit it thinking the program had already started
And the release of all this new foodage
And alcoholic beverage into the country
And one went off but as a warning one
But then none of the others went off
And then they nobody was brave enough to try to put it out
Fire out to keep 'em all from going off
And so I had to stand in front of it
And dodge shots with of water
With my hand
And splash water into it in cups of Tupperware
And splash the water bowls into it
Until I put the fire out inside the fireworks display thing
And because I had done that and all these other things
They brought me
Someone brought me a platter tray
At chow time while everyone was eating something nasty
I got to eat shrimp cocktails and
Expensive cheese and
Expensive crackers and
Expensive clams and
Oysters and
Anything you could imagine that was expensive
And it was all just for me and I got to eat it in front of the homeless people
And then someone said you really did used to be
A millionaire or something what are you still doing here
And I couldn't answer 'em because I had a
Whole mouthful of expensive food
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87 – “The Glass Window”
Two people separated by a piece of glass
In public
Touching it stroking the glass
Lovingly longingly
I drove past and saw that the glass was
A window to an ice cream store
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